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SOCIAL PHENOMENA vs, INDIVIDUALITY
by

an Elliot

The mind isa social phenomenon . Personality is a manifestation of that social
phenomenon. Identity is too.

For over three years, readers of this publication have wrestled with the concepts
first put forth by L . Ron Hubbard, Remember the held-clown seven . What actually is
it on a non-verbal level? What does the analogue he presented connotate for you?
Through this article you are Invited to consider various aspects of being a hum=
organism.

In a book called A. His-k.zee of Medical .I:.ft ca h9L.OEI by Gregory Zilborg) M. D ;„ there
la, this thread . Man, in . his constant questioning both as a race and through such_
individuals as AristQt1v Juan Luis Vivea Paracelcus ). .FrouLl have wrestled with a,
vast array .of phenomena.

They diseoted the phenomena from many viewpoints but there was always an undefinable
something, This something seems to be the mind ) and this is the thread that has
traveled through history which is reflected in Dr, Zilborg t s book.

What is the bedrock of the "why?" Is it that "The Mind is a Social Phenaonori" 7

Taking the viewpoint - The Mind is a Social Phenomenon -‘w, the held-down seven looks
something like this . Keep tho perspective that thesQ words are only an analogue
for something you' can feel . Hubbard I s concept was that in a given situation the ,
mind maintains a certain bias - a certain response is r,.,Iliays fed Into . the computa-
tion until the held down seven is released . Many are . those who have validated this
for themselves . They are aware that their freedom. of action has a certain resist-
ance in a given situation, This fooling that limits freedom, this is the bias, this
is the held-down seven.

Take another approach, that of the present-day Gestaltists . In the american Journal
of Eszcho. , Vol; LL, No. 4, Pages 565-586, October 1948, there is an address
by Frederick S . Polls, entitled "Theory and Technique of Personality Integration .'
The held-clown seven can

	

replaced with the word "confluonQe ." To the Gestaltists
this term means the "non-awareness" of boundaries . Or to extrapolate, in a given

, situation the personality cannot react withfreedombecause of previously efftab-
nailed confluences, boundaries, arbitraries, or what have you . Again) this is an
analogue, an effort to describe a status of being which is carmen to most all human
beings in this culture.

Perhaps a more common approach - wo are conditioned, During our growth events occur
which introduce pain both emcrtior)al and physical . The events in themselves are
only experiences of the organism, but the organism possesses a function of using
the material out of experiences to complicate its growth, "As a twig is bent, so
the tree grows ."

Now, from the viewpoint the mind is a social phenomenon ) her does this all come
about? Previously mention was made of certain feelings that are concurrent with
held-down sevens, confluences, conditioning ) or what have you. The Iclentitz

t,{L.Lt.Ag "not-nine ."

Again the analogue, tho "mine, not-imine" is a concept, wards used to describe this
feeling that limits our individuality. For oxanplet When a dog vomits on the
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living room rug, haw does the room feel? N . do the people in the room feel?
Usually one person knows as a matter of cust 'in that it is his or her job to do the
clean-up work . Sometimes a person also feels that it is his job to make . tremendous
scene out of this incident ; the room thus becomes a stage . for punishing the dog,
apologizing for the dog's behavior . Someone may say "not-mine" so strongly that
they throw up also ) sometimes even on the rug.

In describing this .event, it was chosen to deliberately provoke a "not -mine" feeling
in yen. Did it? And now how do you feel towards the writer : DIANOTES, the concept.
.T,xamine this feeling; are you saying "noti-mine" to it? Many people will bate this
9oncept so strongly that they will attempt to annilate. the "not-mine" concept and
6.11 those connected with it . For what reason?

As individuals we are stuck with our identi'Vs in a vicious circle of "mine, not-
mine ." 4ny :atmpt ,to bring_ thin to view implies the . d9struation or,personality
in which we have a long history of survival and with which we have avoided pain all
our lives.

Individilalness is just that : Ipaividualness . It is not confluence . It is not held-
down sevens . It is not conditioning . It is' not complication of growth. It is
individuality.

Individuals are creative . They produce non-social phenomena.

The child considers the' breast an extension of himself, the crib, Blew se, The
universe is all within his mineness . He, also, naturally delineates his not-mine ..
ness . He rAturally grows to "yours and ours ." These are all words used to describe
a feeling.

What interferes with this natural growth? Environment of society, mother, father,
sister, brother, etc.

Mother says : "Put that down, it's not yours ." This statement comes loaded with
emotion from mother . Eventually' the child learns . that Ile can make things "min's"
with certain emotional responses ) he can say "not-mine with certain emotional
responses, and they work.

The proverbial. story of the Little ,boy- whose feces is,tound on the'floor; "Not-mine"
the doggie did it ." is that familiar? Embarassing, isn't it? If it isp you are
reacting through your personality as you were conditioned to respond . Emotions are
asocial thing, They are used socially . They are the cement that sticks us in the
"mine, not-,mine" level of being. This is the glue with which we become fixed
identitys . This is the poison that destroys our novelty and spontaneity, our area ..
tiveness.

For instance, consider the concept as conveyed by J. L. Iloreno in ayciodrama, Vol . I,
published by Beacon 41iouse, New York . There are one hundred and twenty-one pages
devoted to the "Principles of Spontaneity." One of the points reiterated over and
over . is that' man is stuck with fhced forms . This can be interpreted to mean the
held-dowry seven, the confluence, the conditioning .- On the other hand, as a creative
organism' in is an individual . He is navel. He is spontaneous . He is not a
fixed thing.

A being is responsible when he is responding with the appropriate emotion in 4
given situation. Appropriate for his purpose .
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Look at a simple situation. When you walk into the grocery stores what is the
personality - cloak you are wearing? Review a number of visits . ° Although the situa-
tion has changed, you are older, the grocer is older, there are changes in the stt ;
are you carrying the same identity? Are you carrying an identity which worked in
the past to satisfy your need for self-esteem.?

In the terminology of "The Mind is a Social Phenomenon" % what is self-esteem? This
is a need, a social need, which developed as a corollary to yot own growth? ' It
was the syntax of satisfaction that the environment forced you to swalLow.

As adults we have the right to agree or disagree, or remain neutral . As children,
we barter our integrity, . the right to agree, to disagree, to remain neutral . We
barter for food, contact, the right to live,- The forces of the environment are
traumatic in their impact.

As personalities, - because-oft- the-,enforced agreements--n the- past,-va t are- -compelled -
to fill the needs of the personality. We have vociferous appetites fox . self«esteém
which must be filled in the fried way we established at the time we were sticking
ourselves in the "mine, not-mine" level of being,

We are somewhat like a piece of Lucite . Lucite is a plastic, When heated, it can
be farmed to various shapes . . If not held in that shape, it will return to a shape
similar to its original shape, tho not precisely to' its original shape. It is now'
conditioned.

Human beings are like that . Introduce trauma and they will set up condition after
condition trying to get back to their original shape . Desensitize the trauma, they
will assume some of their original properties, but not quite, There is a permanent
change.

Recognizing that "The Mind is a Social Phenomenon," you can see that the fast ap-
proach to your original "mineness" is a recognition of how you use "mine, not"mine"
Create an environment within yourself wherein you can change your original condition-
ing

The Institute of Humanics, The, is embarking on a program for the resolution of
Social Phenomenon vs, Individuality. Society and personality are stuck in the
vicious circle of "mine,not-mine" . We are saying "not-mine" loudly to our heritages,
our memory, the knowledge that we could, all haves - "in use" .' The -" .in use" stage . is
the next step.

Should you have any questions or suggestions regarding the concepts offered herein,
please feel free to contact the Institute of Humanics, 416 Pikes Peak, Colorado
Springs, Colorado,

famous Quotes
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It is an old saying that we forgot ' nothing, Ac people in fever begin suddenly to
talk the language of their infancy so we are stricken by memory sometimes ) and aid
affections rush back on us as vivid as in the time when they were our daily talks
when' their presence gladdened our eyes j when their accents thrilled in our ears,—
when, with passionate tears and grit we flung ourselves upon their hopeless
corpses, Parting is death, ..-at least, as far as life is concerned, A passion canes
to an end ; it is carried off ina coffin, or weeping ina post chaise ; it drops out
of life one way or another, and the earth-clods close over it, and we see it no
moro. But it has been part of our souls, and it is eternal.

William Thaekeray.
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RANDOMITY	

Ruth McGehan did a nice job on the Scientology Conference in Phi ly . Likewise, Alm.
Hill in her letter anent Colorado Springs, TREK'S on top this time;

Note to Clem_ Johnson„ . , ,Did you say that Ruthie couldn't be original?

Still waiting with crossed fingers for the next episode of the Hemb f, . by. Pu].weeze,
Shirley, don t t let our good readers dawns

	

.

After reading the Special Edition of DIANETICS' TCDAY 9 I would venture to state that
the Foundation is definitely backing Ron Howes' venture . (Morally, that is .) From
here it looks like a good idea as the . Institute of Humanios seems destined to go
places. That is, if such an array of intellect oan ,continue on a compatible basis.
Le- Oas. hope 1 Note, . . ,Don't miss' Jim Elliot *'s - artio .e ire this Issue ; "

Halp . . . .As can be noted from the table of contents of the September issue, we were
faced with a Birth of material . If you scribblers in the field don't give us some
help, I shudder to think of how the readers are going to suffer .

	

.

BRISTOL D IANETIC REVIEW (England) is just out with their first hard cover f entitled,
WHY BE ILL. This is a $64.00 question with the book supplying the answer . Nice
going, NSac 1

Don Schuster, now stationed in Wichita, has ,akers over the Dianometric Testing job'
for the Foundation. Love at first sight I take it.

Could use ari article discussing the similarities among Group. Tracking, Hyper—E and
some of the Super Theta processes, Anyone around with a working knowledge of all
of them?

We still have a few complete sets of DIANOTESs 22 issues. For those interested,
the price is $4.00 per set. Single copies to fill the gaps at the original prise.
Volume 11 Nos . 1 thru 12, $0„20 each . Volume 2, Nos, 13 thru 24, $0 .25 each,

Scribblers Take N`Qta . . ,.
Contributors' Of lengthy articles will• receive a frei subscription 'for' six issues

,

and shorties three issues, plus extra copies of the issue in which they appear.
Why pay out hard cash when you can get D IA .CJES the easy, way?

Anyone know any printable jqkes with a dianet3o slant? If soy send them to

We Eds.

P .S	 If you are • planning to give a year t s subscription of D IANOTS as Christmas
presents this year, blanks for this purpose ' will be attached to - the November issue.
T-f you wish to have the December issue delivered just before Christmas *, please have
the blanks in by December 15.

P,P .3 . . . .Why not be generous and !rake it far two years?
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RANDOM THOM= ON THE USELESSNESS OF MAGIC
by

Edward G. Robles, Jr.

For those of you who have strong stomachs, and a willingness to hold yourselves up'
by the scruff of the neck and take a good look, greeting . For those . of you who are
still running, HALT . This is as good a place as any to take stock.

What is Magic, anyway? Well, here's a definition that suits me . If you have another,
use it . Magic may be defined as that set of circumstances which produces an effect
without discernible cause . It is a means of getting something for nothing. ,

For too long, in dianeties, we have been relying on magic, to the exclusion of sense.
Strong words ; Maybe . Nevertheless, we'postaate a state called 'clear'', decide
that it might be nice to be one , someday, and then run Wce mad from the goal. t . p4rk-
ing, som' eh'bw that one of ' ' these* *Ts' we'll wake up eleafi - without''` having dOne any-0
thing to make ourselves that way.

	

you see.

!et, there js a very real sort of magic in dianetics . A true mystic of ray aequain-
tame, having come across a person who had, under dianetie processings decided he
could do without his arthritis, spoke to me as follows, "You are the magicians not
I; none of the things I have learned would have done this thing -so quickly." Of
courses I disclaimed all magical ability, because, after all, the pre-clear did it
himself. All I did was listen. That is the magic in dianetiess and that's all of
it. A person, having made the decision to change, ,ohangle.

But now, . let!s consider the statement made above ; the use of magic without recourse
to sense.

In the beginning was the Books and the book was of tabards and the book was Hubbard.
And the people read the book, and of those who did, several attitudes became manu
festeds which will be listed.

There were those who-said, "This man is Gods" and waited with varying
degrees of patience for His miracles *

There were those who said, "This man is Nuts ," and quickly forgot the
whole things because it made them uncomfortable.

3. There were those who said, "I like .the idea; I shall find an auditor
and have him help me ."

	

_

4. There were those who said, . "This is' fxn~ far all the aberrated people
in the worlds but there's nothing wrong with rae!"

5. There were those who said, "This is interesting; let us learn mare ."

Of all these -attitudes, only. No . 5 was conducive to results . Unfortunately, only a
very mall percentage of what might loosely be termed 'the field'', belonged in that
category. And, many of those, upon observing the antics of the higher echelons, de .-
aided that a good road to the booby-hatch was to be known as a follower of Hubbard,
so they branched off . It is the latter unfortunate occurrence that led to 'the type .
of thinking expressed in Perls' introduction to Dr . Winter's book, to Doctor Reports,
etc .t " He says, in effect, use dianetios, but . don't tell anybody you are using its
lest they think you are stark mad . DiaeourtIgIng? No, He merely recognized that
people were trusting to magic, and so failing . There is no magic ward labeled

/?53 - 9' 52

f
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dianetics .which, when waved ever a supine person wilt cause him to bounce off the
cei.lirig and come down 'clear".

The reliance on . magic is exemplified by two cases, one of which I am personally .

acquainted with, and' one which was of a. very good friend's auditing . Roth of these
cases are NEST alearos by the old deginitian„ That is to say, every engram, every
secondary has been erased . The time-tracks are in complete recalls and uncharged.
Yet, both these people kept every aberration they had, . Why? 1r-cause' they did not
want to dbange . ' They wanted to be changed . Their attitude was No . 3, the assign-
ment of cause . to the auditor. No amount of arguaent could persuade them that their
so-obvious aberrations were anything other than logical . They made gains ; Berta Lly.
They'were far more well and happy, but , still aberratied . And this was what one could
expect ft.= book one . Mears who were still activated . Sure . There were lots of
them. So what? S o'we began to look for other methocLs; past lives came into vogue.
Draws- there is magic, ,rampant . There are-many explanations, of past , lives, none of .
which are *completely satisfactory, to me , loom-Use of -one interesting fact . Never
yet have ' I audited a past life that did not have some connection with the present
life . My father equates this with the doet:ine of Karma, and he may be right;
certithly things seem to happen on the expiation of Karma . There is other data,
however, that seems to indicts that some past lives may be somewhat spurious . One
aqud.it'âr of my acquaintance has audited the assassination of Caesar out of seven
people. - All of, it right out of Shakespeare, so the validity of it could not be
doubted, yet it is doubtful in the extreme that Caesar's soul - or Thetan - split
up into seven parts. I'll bet that the assassination of Caesar has been run out
of hundreds of people . Data, anyone?

Now, I will be - the last to deny the validity of past lives, since I have one
across one which could not be doubted. The data were too accurate . Nevertheless,
syxabology plays an important role in those persona who are hoping that magic will
answer for them. Zoo Mew rat a past life sequences and now he can play the piano.
I shall run, a past life to' see what it does for me . So the file-clerk, or the
Reactive mind, or somebody, obligingly dubs ina past life for the pre-clear to rm.
And nothing happens . Why? It is a. truism that you can run fictitious material . for
seven hundred years without making a. dent in your case . 'I have seen people runs
under auditor direction, classic: examples of 'Pao . Ones and rise from the couch with
every aberration intact . I have also seen people rim the first day of school in
five minutes flat and knock out a round dozen aberrations thereby. Why? My answer
is that the person who 'ran t Fac . One was hoping that magical. changes would result,
and did nothing about it. The other person recognized the souroe of aberrations
decided it was 'silly, and dropped it off.

The direct application of magic is sea:nothing else again. There axe certain persons
who have ? Theta Poraeptics' magical to those who . do not yet possess them - who
can do weird and wonderful things . They can steal both facsimiles and charge from .
other persons ; yet these other persons promptly substitute other facsimiles . I
have seen a staggering drunk sobered in a few seconds, which is magical, if you
care to look at it that way, but giis same, drunk then turned on a fear charge that
was far more damaging to him than the alcohol was . If a person with the ability .

of pulling facsimiles uso.s this ability to put the problem , squarely to the pre-clears
"This is what I rind; what can be done about it?" The pre lear may do something
about it himself, and bcthefit thereby. ,0r, he may allow, the auditor to do the job,
in which case the offioaoy is doubtful.

The piece of magic which has became popular in dianetics of fairly recent date
is a phrase which , sounds beautiful . "Be Solf.;!Detorminea" . Fine . 'So people go
around being pelf-detormined laws unto themselves. Whioh is great, as long as they
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do not flout too many of the rules of society . I have seen people being self-deter-
mined, by God, if it kills t em. ` The reason for these unfortunates - and we've all
seen 'em - is simply that some very necessary qualifications were not put in . The ,
literalness of the person who is fifty per cent or over' reactive mind is startling
in ..its Aristotelian simplicity. The phrase should read, "Be Self-Determined analy-
tically, and do not interfere with the self-determinism of others ." Self-Determin-
ism is no magic road to clear, either . . Its damned hard work to be self-determined,
at least at first, because it rostimulates so much material . The entire set of
circuits each tries to bo self-determined, too . Asa result, chaos, unless the will
is strong.

So - no magic there, either. So the second law of Thermodynamics becomes inviolable
for the human, too . You never got som4hingSor nothing. In fact, you get out of
a process, results in direct measure to the amount of work -. real honest slugging -
that —YPR'PA

	

.2Wis. raaaonable, :,doesn!:tp . ..iti,13r,iniT,xaderback to-the
universe, too. Nb effect without a cause, and YOU, dear reader, are your own cause.
There is no technique or group of techniques ,which will "blear" you without your
putting in some real, honest effort in the procesg.

So how about it? Shall we continue to wait for some magical group of formulas to
come along whoreby we shall-all be "clears" without effort, or shall we decide that
clear is a good thing to be, and use the techniques we have to do it?

I will make a flat, unqualified statement . Any person can use any technique and
become clear on it, or use no technique if he prefers, and still become clear, pro,
vided only one thing. The proviso is that he know his goal, and work single-
mindedly toward it without recourse to magic formulaey until he gets there . Simple,
eh? It t s . not simple, and it's not easy . Rut it is well worthwhile, and very, very
rewarding.

Shall we drop the magic wands and pick up the shovels now?
lam
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OFT TEAT
Pressures and fears from all
Sides turn the Optates
Into Optiraaniacs ; twisting
Squirming, writhing beings
Of two levels, and of

',We Minds	
The Mind at one level
Says, "Keep Striving ."
The other, "Remain Static" . ..
Torn between the two *Minds
They stgnate . . ..
The braver souls of the
Lesser Beings then forge
Ahead and form a new line . . ..
And continue onward
Until they too'know fears,
And pressures . . ..
And stagnate . . ..
And are replaced,.
Ad 'infinitum.
tTis so in Dianotics!

1053bc

Optimatia	
The State of Unrest
Peopled by the Optimatesi
The vanguard of Humanity,
Men of the First Rank. . ..
Knowing not whither or
Whether to turn, or to
Go ever onward . . ..
Feelihg the push of the
Lesser Beings as they
Snap at the heels
Of the Mighty, . ..
OompetitiVe spirit, the
Innate desire to be
First among Men; but not
Alone in the drive
Towards Optimum Land . . ..
That ever-elusive
Utopia of Mankind wh :teh
Lies ever hidden in
The haze of the future . . . .

,	 „,
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RANDOM THOUGBTS
bsr

Jaws Woigos

The first random thought that c omo s to mind is that . we have (as o. field of study)
been carrying around a hunk of dead wood . One that does not assist in the proper
alignment of people tpward whore they want to go . Oh, sure, you're going to throw
the' .fact at me that optimums have boon using tho term and that, therefore, it is
real toma. I might point out that optimums also use words (all of which are illu-
sions of concepts behind them) . The subject of Tone is an interesting one . We've
been going around $pouting "L4, 1 .5, 3, etc,"

Before I continue, lot mo point out that integrtrt±on is tho . matter of alignment. If
we align our, beliefs in terms of a single coicept, we'll', come out . a lot further
along 11242 'road) than i random y squirting, -tim

	

avort r °Jeoch. - So, . -if one seeks
aligrunont,one finds it difficult to maintain the concept of' tone . How many people
in the field are willing to admit that tho, have never been able to make the tone
scale work? That they have boon using it to describe conditions without relation
to. other conditions (which the tone scale is' supposed' to specify any being real
conditions and relations)? If you're honest about it, you'll admit (and find the
guy next to you also admitting) that the tone scale never did work for you, but that
you may have thought everyone also rim making it work; and so kept on with: it.

The question of alignment comes in when we try to maintain the scale of t one that
we 4ccopted in the light of recognizing the number of realities that we accept
tolepathically (duo to our own dosiro to 'bo in agreement with our environment) . TWo
pooplo agreeing about an illusion doesn't make that illusion a reality oxcept for .
those two people, who then will find valid evidence for maintaix4ng their belief by
seeing the "evidence" of it in the other person, The people in the f i of d have boon
like that and their concept of tore . When one tries to fit it to sar cone who
doesn't know about it ard who is boing obsorved : wo find the tone scale to be not
quite so rota.

Another random thought arises about aberration . Lardy! Rut haven't we been having
fun going around and tolling pooplo that other pooplo (who didn't agree with us) were
"aborrated" Hero wo havo the old standby of the pot calling the kettle back . Up•
to, this time I haya mot but . throe people who know what an aberration is, and is not;

Quito some time ago I gavo out thodfinition of aberration being, "That which will.
put one out of stop with his onviror mont," When we go aroux d calling other people
"aborratod", we aro doing nothing ,moro than indicating our own aberrations ; But 'this
i.e just t side `issue — Lot's got back in the groove afi . ask a real darn to brass
tacks question, "If you don't know what an aberration is, what are you going to do
with an incident it you run one?" What does one do with an aberration? Run it out?
What does that moan? Up to this time I don't know of a single =so . where an aberra-
tion was run out! Oh, I'vo known of people who have changed their minds about using
certain devices ; this isn't what running out it supposod to bet  Let's . put it into

T . different light.

Running out something is a way of saying that the past can be changed . Up to this
time I have yet to find a single individual who was able to change the, past . Sure r
I t ve known people who kidded thomsol ves that oortain incidents wore "ora sod" . But,
when they got into a jam again, they went back and "ran" , once again the incident that
was supposed to have erased « So, what does it mean to run something out? And, if
you can't answer it, you'd bettor go find the answer ; or figure out what is happening
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before you waste any more time on the couch doing soothing that isn't happening. ,
The hint in it would bo the fact that most people, after runi4ng out an incident,
hano to go on living. Aberrations, such as they are =Imo= to be, have a. reason
for existing. .Night be that wo nood to look not for incidents but for san©thing
else???

Lett s also boa bit moro honest about calling other people "Note optimum'" . Or
stating that so and so t s behaviour " pr ove s" .that he isn't optimum. If you'd care
to bo a bit honest with yourself, you'll find . that you don't have a single leg to
stand on in this sort of declaration aside from the fact that you are most certainly
proving that YOU ara not optimum. If you will do a quick scan over the cati. you .
have acquired from optimums, you'll find that you don't have A SINGLE PIECE OF DIKE.
MDTIQN about what it is like to bo opti nam;

There are darned .good' reasons ' for this. which cannot be''gi .n;

	

t `tl fact that any
person who achievos the optimum state NEVER reveals -what the state is like is proof
enough that something , is thoro that cart be . given out, The information that you
have is a load of . hogwash given out by non—optimums who were supposing that if
THEY were optimum, they'd react in such and such a manner . The fact remains that if
you are not optimum — or if you don't know how to get there and have all of the
proof of the rightnoss within you that you know this path — then you havo absolutely

r

no right to ever accuse anyotao of . not being opt smear, Besides. all this, what in Irides
is wrong with lotting the poor so and so go on believing that ho is optimum . If ho
isnt t, he'll roach his own downfall . You dona have to help hina into the mud that
he t s already stuck in. If you attempt to rub .his face in the mud, you'll Just get
yourself dirty, Koop yourself clean,

George Fodak t s critique is one of the best and most certainly points out that there
MAST $E an invulnerable science . Take note, There is ; it has been-presented under
many guises . ' Sco of its' guises have been called Toga, Christianity, Theosophy,
Rosicrucianism, Lla anism, Hunrt, etc ., etc . But, it is the precise same knowledge
from each to . the other . The only thing different is that the people presenting it
wore different,
To give recognition to this basic science' of man moans that one has to have himself
free from the taint of troasurad dogma . If he is "clean", hei l.]. find every piece of
this science for hixnsolf . Of cotnrso, this is apt to moan 15 or 20 years of diligent
labor looking for tho pieces, and it does shorten things to . go to someone who already ,
knows- the path. But, in attempting - to present the realities .that are inherente in the
higher state means that one has to begin talking straight . And 'if you do this * you
won't be -understood! At least not by those who moat nood to undorstand . When the
individual no longer needs the props , of the seeming double talk * he ~ 1.1. undorstand 3t.

This is why the parable has boon such a common tool . It is a way of presenting the
data without lousing it up with words . The story convoys the concepts in unspoken
experience . Sol lot us once more attempt to give the way towdrd optimum and lot
those who have ears hoar and those who have eyes see . A willow tree lasts for a long
tune because when a storm comco it bonds 'and gives with the wind. Oak trees bemuse
of their stiffness havo many of their branches broken off . The limbs of a. wi11aw
tree are flexible while the branches of the oak aro not. People ora like different
kinds of trees . Sona a like willows and last forr auto a while . Willow trees are
also usoloss trees for lumber, and thus they are seldom . out down for this reason.
Oak trees aro valuable and are thus usod as often as possible, Their value lessens
their life, If one is to serve mankind for a long time, ho must be useless . Willet
trees are beautiful to look at and hide one so well with their drooping branches.
A man should bo like this too . A pleasure to have in the community but unseen.
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THE , SAD, SAD STcRY OF PSYCHO MB
Second Episode

Sypopsis . . .Well, SUsie fans, this is only the second episode; so there isn't rQal3z
much to , synopsfti.so . (Nico ward, I hope it t s legal,) So we t l]. take off by just re-.
memboring that Sobor Boss (Su10 t s Mme, you know) was trying to figure out why sho
got married . (B'ofl Has sho got company ;)
Bore wo are folks back at it again

	

"I gan t t see why I draw that bum,
Wo'ro aborrating Sus ;io,

	

Though the rost wero not much better,
If you recall, wo did loavo off,

	

Ho danks and suoh the live long day,
Amessin t with a fl.00zio ;

	

Ho t s ra.. wonder as a setter ."
Sober-Boss sho t s rcUod, a. swarthy.	"I work and slave when I'm so sick,
Wench, sho t s now found hor a hubby

	

The porn drives . mo on,
To bo tho Pa . of our horolnaf

	

I , need semo rests but what is worse
t

	

,~

	

!f 'elio 1rnod hout4 ,to be a tubby.

	

feel about half gam,

Tbreo hundred pounds, boy ; What a.
Dish, but remember, sho t s yot unborn,
Boforo wo tre done wo must- work out,
Why sho t s now so full of corn
It must take corn to mao such woight,
Tho wo might find a reason,
Maybe Ross got in an incident,
Whore the guy was only taasin t ,

To pick it up .whore wo loft off,
In opts odes one,
Harry boat up on S obor Boss,
And took it on tho run,
Ho alarmed the door as ho rushed out,
No damn could tell him off,
Ho 'd return when ho well ploaood;
Poor Boss woke with a cough .

!'The dough's so scarce I cannot ,drink,
They kicked me out of the bar,
They called me names ard cussed me out,
So /I hid in the Ot s car."
"When ho came out, I gave him a ohoico,'
Either a drink or I would scream,
He looked at me and laughed out . loud,
Said, "Baby,youtro off your bean."

" If you open your trap, I t 1, oa tl the cop
You know just,whore you stand,
One look at you is al.l they'll need,
And in the . jug you t ll land ."
Sober mss for once was coberi
Sho t d dios she knew . she would,
Her nprvos wore raw, her body scare,,
She 'really was no good l

Her throat was sore, ho bad hit hard,
And loudly she did declaim,
"The dirty bum has hurt my throat
11 11 novor be tho simo ;"
' My beLly- tope dontt . fool- yo µ `good
What has ho done to mo?"

ss wandored off, and was sho off?
Sha headed for the river,
The L.uok she had was now all bad;
Fato was an Indian giver:
So ori the bbidgo she 'stood and gazed)
And sadly than did ponder,

IT :t ii got that rat if it's the last I do Was she to be , or not to bo:
' l u s t wait and see.”

	

And -stared at , the' arild blue yonder.
To be continued .

„:

What you think ; ain't this pathetic? If wo didn't know bettor : we might think she
'would commit sueyaido, (Not the Chop variety, we : re not hatchet men.) But think
of little Sus ic . All of those things have happened within one short month since
her 'conception. What a gal! Sho t s setting now records already! With your holp. sho
can sot a lot more of thom. Scan this material closely, folks, Wst s loaded . Since
Susie has no ohoico but to agree, why don st some of . you fans with high speed com-
puters write us a short article on how Susie will react in later life as a rosult
of these' agreements, Coma on you Auditors, this is a challenge that must be mat if
dianetios is to retain its proper place in the , f iold of psycho-therapy . Any du b
psycho-analyst could figure this one out . (Hrnxnrn or could they?) Anyway, l0 1 s
prove that we ean do it ;
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